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Eight thousand years ago, there was a cruel strong big monster called 

Scary Beauty in a huge periwinkle and lilac magical castle in Hong Kong. 

It had a super pointy blue ears inside its furry big orange ears and 

inside there were two sharp small pink ears. It had black eyes, a blue 

nose, sharp red crimson teeth and a green pointy horn. In its body, it 

had shiny strong big athletic yellow wings, long arms, and sharp knives 

in its fingers. It also had scary hairy colourful scales, lovely furry 

immense stomach, slim claw and a long straight tail. It was HORRIBLE 

as a GHOST. 

 

Scary Beauty always took its magic wand with it. ‘Abracadabra, who will 

be my food today?’ laughed Scary Beauty everyday.  

 

Scary Beauty was TERRIBLE and CRUEL. It could use its magic want to 

turn everything into cute cartoon characters. It could make the vast 

ROSE BRIGHT SUN disappear and EAT children. Many people hated 

the monster because it was scary, nasty, awful and ABOMINABLE.  

 

‘It is horrible! The monster would eat you!’ Everyone yelled shockingly! 

 

There was a kind, cuddly, pretty, smart, wonderful kid. She had long 

black hair, two ears, big black eyes, a mose and a small red mouth on 

her head. She had two hands, two shiny glossy wings. She was tall. She 

always wore pink with purple pattern clothes and always brought her 

gigantic magic ball, new glossy, burnished ring and a nice metal mil with 



her. She was only 8 years old. Her name was Cutey Super Yanis. Yanis 

lived in a big beautiful lavender house in Hong Kong. Yanis was PLUNKY, 

INTELLIGENT and BRAINLY. She was as kind as a RABBIT and as 

smart as a fox. ‘Well done!’ everyone always said.  

 

Beauty woke up at 7 am. At that time, Yanis went past its home to go to 

school. She was AFRAID and ANGRY.  She wanted to kill the monster. 

 

Super Yanis found her best friend Evellin to find some smart animals in 

her farm. ‘Evellin, can you find some clever animals in your farm?’ asked 

Yanis. ‘Of course!’ Evellin replied. She found a rabbit, Winnie the Pooh, 

a cat, Melody and a butterfly. Yanis had a plan. First we followed the 

MAGIC ROUND ball to the monster’s house. Then Yanis wore Winnie 

the Pooh’s yellow and red clothes and went inside. Scary Beauty 

couldn’t eat Yanis because it liked CARTOONS. Yanis took the magic 

sandwich made by the butterfly and gave it to Scary Beauty. It would 

die. But the MAGIC wand would make it become real again 24 hours 

later. Yanis asked the cat to pull put the magic wand and Melody and 

rabbit threw the magic wand on the floor. Then, Scary Beauty would 

die forever. 

 

Finally, Scary Beauty ate the sandwich. ‘Yum! It is delicious!’ it yelled. 

But he UNNOTICEDLY died for 24 hours. Then the magic wand was 

broken. It became four nice animals—a butterfly, a bear, a rabbit and 

an octopus. Yanis took the animals and her friends who decided to 

leave the farm went back home! They became GOOD FRIENDS and 

always played joyfully. Everyone were proud of them and they 

celebrated them on each year’s 22nd October! ‘Yeah!’ Everyone 

shouted. 



 


